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Figure 3: IP Chargeability Pseudo Sections - Central Shoot. Black lines highlight the chargeability responses of the 

Central Shoot 

 

Re Figure 3 

 Chargeability section 00NW (0+00 - lower) shows a wide pronounced response (outlined in black) with 

strong chargeability and at moderate depth. It is important to note the anomaly underlies surface trench 

composited channel sampling results of  5.7 m @ 8.24g/t Au 29.9g/t Ag and 7.0 m @ 1.86g/t Au 

140.0g/t Ag shown on Figure 2. (True widths unknown but estimated as 5.4m an 6.6m respectively) 

 Chargeability section 100NW (1+00 NW - middle) shows a wide pronounced response (outlined in black) 

with strong chargeability near the surface and at depth. The anomaly underlies Trench TCO-021 that 

yielded a composited channel sampling result of 4.8 m @ 0.53g/t Au 88.7 g/t Ag shown on Figure 2. (true 

width unknown but estimated as 4.5m) 

 Chargeability section 200NW (2+00 NW - upper) shows a lesser but still pronounced response (outlined in 

black) with a strong anomaly at moderate depth.  

 

Four additional shoot-like chargeability responses indicate the potential for mineralized targets along the Iguanacito 

Main Trend. Shoots S1 and S2 both feature associated elevated magnetic anomalies which may be derived from 

basic dikes, which are often found in close proximity to mineralization in the Segovia District. The anomalies do not 

continue in the intervening geophysical lines. Shoot N1 is blind on chargeability section 800NW but reaches the 

surface on section 600NW. Shoot N2 is essentially blind in that it is masked by strong “surface noise.” 

 

 SHOOT  N1 (lines 600NW, 800NW) is a strong chargeability response at depth but reaches the surface as 

a weak response over 300 to 400m of strike length, indicating the presence of strong sulfide mineralization 

at depth in an inferred blind structure narrower than the Discovery Shoot. 

 

 SHOOT N2 (line 1200NW) is a weak but distinct chargeable response coming to the surface where it is 

partially obscured by adjacent strong “surface noise.” The anomaly may be created by a weakly 

mineralized structure or a thin higher-grade zone, but offers potential at depth for more substantial 


